For the fifth year in succession, the University of Minnesota at Duluth has established a new enrollment record.

UMD Provost Raymond W. Darland said today that 2,459 undergraduate students have registered for fall quarter, a 5.2 percent increase over 1958.

The 1958 record was 2,301 compared with 2,153 in 1957, 2,123 in 1956 and 1,925 in 1955. In addition, 31 students registered in the Graduate School are attending UMD classes this fall, making a 1959 grand total of 2,488.

"UMD was established to serve the youth of northeastern Minnesota," Dr. Darland commented, "and the recorded enrollment is one measure of the success of the endeavor. The 2,488 undergraduates who have registered this fall is a 5.2 percent increase over the 1,925 students who have been important factors in bringing about this increase."

Total University of Minnesota fall quarter attendance fell short of the estimated 27,000 students expected, Recorder True E. Pettengill said in Minneapolis today.

Attendance at the close of the second week was 26,538, 30 under the 1958 fall quarter of 26,568.

Enrollment remains stationary, Pettengill noted, even though more new students entered the University this fall than a year ago—7,905 as compared to 7,774.

Interpreting the apparent plateau in the University's growth, R. E. Summers, dean of admissions and records, offered several possible explanations, but added further study will be required to ascertain just why enrollment is not as high as predicted.

Dean Summers referred to economic factors as being, in some measure, responsible for the lower-than-expected attendance.

He cited sharp tuition increases made at the University this year (from $56 to $71 per quarter for most resident undergraduates) and higher overall costs of going to college as factors in the decision of students not to return to the University.

He also suggested that the long steel strike and last summer's drought in Western and Southwestern Minnesota may have served to change the pattern of college attendance within the state.

Dean Summers believes the continued tightening of academic standards throughout the University has advanced the student drop-out rate and also suggested that the prolonged 1959 legislative session, with consequent delays in University budget making, may have discouraged graduate students from enrolling because of thepossibility of the lower-than-expected attendance.

(Continued on Page 7)

Willey Lauds Social Sciences

A vital recognition of the social sciences, "the study of man as a human being," was urged by a University of Minnesota official at the formal opening of the Social Sciences building last Saturday.

Malcolm M. Willey, vice president of academic administration, Minnesota, delivered the dedication speech.

Dr. Willey made plain he wished no battle between the space age prominence of physical sciences and the social sciences.

"But only as we understand how man lives together as human beings can the product of physical sciences be used for the well-being of man rather than for blowing him into oblivion," he declared.

Through the social sciences, people of the world may exchange "pictures" of each other that will help them live at peace with one another, he said.

Queen Raps Sex in 1959

UMD Homecoming Show

"Raw, Crude, Disgusting," Says Bonnie Anderson
The UMD Statesman • Friday, October 23, 1959

EDITORIAL

Bag Lunches...

Recently the Kirby Student Center Policy Committee put an end to the bag lunchroom on the third floor of Kirby. The result has been chaotic! The already crowded cafeteria can no longer provide seating space for the noon lunchroom crowd. Students lean against walls or mash their heads against the lunch counter, waiting for tables to be vacated. Others line the small, crowded, food service line waiting to buy a lunch, which will have to be eaten standing up! This also adds to an increased amount of dirty dishes and debris left on the tables, due to hurried departures and increased numbers per table.

The cafeteria was crowded the first few weeks of school. However, it was possible to find a table when needed, and ten minutes was the longest wait in the food service line. Why have the crowds increased? Why has the seating situation become more chaotic the last two weeks? Because the third floor bag lunchroom has been closed! This lunchroom has been closed by the Kirby Policy Committee, because it has been termed "inconvenient." It appears to them to be more inconvenient to utilize space which stands idle 90 per cent of the time, than to force students to stand up.

In fact, the third floor of Kirby is not the most ideal place to set up lunchrooms facilities, but until a better policy can be provided, the Policy Committee had better consider the policy most beneficial to the students, for whom the building is intended.

Barbara M. Coughlin

Homecoming Revisited

Dear Editor,

I would like to express my gratitude to Mike Berman, Ray Hush, Danny Caldwell, Mel Sundby, and Jack Eckholm for helping me make this, the 1959 Homecoming, the greatest ever, the responsibility for this mess included.

1. Sigma Phi Kappa—for 91 buttons $2.25.
2. "W" Club—for 300 buttons 75.00
3. Gamma Theta Phi—for 194 buttons 48.50
4. Beta Phi Kappa—for 201 buttons 50.25
5. Delta Zeta—for 202 buttons 75.00
6. Gamma Theta Phi—for Queen Finalist Fee 5.00

Total $276.50

With the addition of this $276.50, the total income will be $1,606.75. Our original proposed income was approximately $250.00 less. This means that Homecoming this year was done in the black at least $250.00.

Sincerely,
Pat Dargis
Business Mgr.
1959 Homecoming Committee
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Letter to the Editor

Dear Editor,

In mediating over the lack of pre-meditating of the conduct of the UMD Bulldogs, I am forced to reflect on a few points.

1. The day itself was poorly chosen for the Homecoming, me to say it, would have been to the students' advantage to have the Homecoming performed in the Arena, rather than at night.

2. Why elect the Homecoming queen a week beforehand? Also, I was rather disappointed to see that the queen was announced on television an hour before she was crowned. It would seem to me that certainly some financial restitutions should be made to the Homecoming fund as Les Elgart dance was held under homecoming auspices.

3. In general, I am a great number of B.T.U.'s could have been saved by using the rather innumerable amount of lettering propaganda and repetitious propaganda in the banner rather than all that wood.

4. In answer to the letter of the previous writer, I would like to say, that the U of M has a better homecoming than does UMD. A look at past Homecomings or even the present Homecoming was certainly conducted in a hostile manner by the local constabulary. It was much more convenient had all traffic been closed off.

5. And next time they have Homecoming buttons, let's all think of a use for them.

On the whole, this was a rather typical display of disregard and we can only hope that this will serve as an example for next year.

Tom Smith

Dear Editor,

Up until the Homecoming game, I thought that we were making great progress in the field of getting more spirit into the school. The cheering at the game was certainly in contrast to that of any previous season. The cheerleaders and myself, for the first time, actually felt that the students wanted to back the team. Then came Homecoming. What we were hoping would turn out to be the greatest show of spirit ever, turned out to be the biggest farce that I have ever had the misfortune of seeing. We want to thank the few students who did think it their duty to come to the game and show that they were interested in backing the team. I would like to condemn, for this miserable turnover rests on their shoulders.

Unfortunately a great deal of the responsibility for this miserable turnover rests on the shoulders of the UMD Bulldogs are, as far as I am concerned, one of the best teams money can buy. Their record is one not to be looked down upon. I do not think that their drawback is lack of talent. (Continued on Page 4)

Dear Leanne,

Would you please explain to me why, on a night as important as Homecoming, the girls in the dorm were restricted to 2 a.m.? Although this time is ample for the average weekend, I think it could very easily be extended for something as important as the homecoming. But I have something will be done about this in the future, but I would like to know why nothing was done last Saturday night.

Respectfully,
Jon Hansen

Dear Leanne,

Lemme contact Mrs. Grace Evans, head residence counselor, concerning the question: Mrs. Evans commended that until she came to UMD hours were not extended until 3 a.m., even on prom night. However, she requested us 3 a.m. hours last night and they were granted. Mrs. Evans also pointed out what on any evening when a dance or another campus event is not over until 1 a.m., the curfew is automatically extended 1 hour. According to Mrs. Evans, if enough girls request 1 a.m. hours for events such as Homecoming, Soo-Week, etc., she will take their request to the proper University officials. Matter this writing have been posted in the girls' dorms and been signed by all girls interested in later hours.

Dear Leanne,

Can I please tell me why something hasn't been done about the mudhole parking lot for the science building lot? It would help if we only had some sort of a walk provided in certain areas. It's a complete mess now; what's it going to be like when it starts snowing?

Thank you,
Chuck Andreae

Lemme hope this information will help. According to R. W. Bridges the great number of cars which have descended upon UMD this quarter were not expected, except for necessitating the use of additional space near the old parking area. In order to properly fix the entire area it would be necessary to remove large amounts of dirt and add gravel as well as a sub drainage system. Also at this time the electrical poles are being removed and there is little purpose in beginning any work until they are removed and the holes filled in. However, Bridges said he would have the worst spots of the raw care of and there is basically a gravel path being put in.

Lemme tell you my self if you have a problem concerning Student Residence Hall or the facilities available at the University, and don't know how to get something done, just write Lemme in care of The Duluth News Minnesotan, Duluth, Minnesota, and we will look into it for you.

Dear Leanne,

I tip my hat to all of the other wonderful people who gave their time and effort to make Homecoming the success that it was. If we can be of any help to the people who helped out, Mike wouldn't have room for any other letters to the editor; and there, that wouldn't have.

At this time I would like to thank the many people that helped me this year. The committee was made up of Pat Dar- gis, Tony Pullman, Blaine Matson, Danny Caldwell and the Inter- national Club; Hume Towne, Barbara M. Coughlin, Joan Hagen, James Ritchie, Har- old Siegel, Ray Hush, Mel Sundby, Marcus Mager, Mike Ferguson, and Gail Holzer.

Dear Leanne,

I hope this been a pleasure working with you.

Loreta Lowe
The UMD Alumni Association today launched a drive to raise $100,000 to build a 4,000-seat football stadium on UMD's new campus.

Colin W. Nye, UMD-Alumni Association President Roy Teppen of Duluth said success of such a campaign would represent "realization of a dream" of UMD alumni to have the Bulldogs playing on their own field before a packed stadium.

UMD football teams had never been able to play their games on campus. Temporary bleachers were moved in for the 1968 afteroom Homecoming game and while it was a successful event, the arrangement proved costly and cumbersome.

Teppen said the fund campaign will be carried on simultaneously among UMD alumni, faculty, and students. All other interested persons and organizations could also make contributions. Teppen made pledges of (Continued on Page 6)

In announcing approval of the project by the association's board of directors, Teppen reminded returning alumni that

Interested persons and organizations could also make contributions. Teppen made pledges of

Ed Garitty (left) hands Roy Teppen (far right), Alumni Association president, the first dollar that was contributed to the stadium fund.

The UMD Alumni Association, in an exclusive Interview with Monday, said, "I think the varsity show was 'rotten' and I was ashamed that it was a part of Homecoming."

Miss Anderson further commented that the underlying sex theme was not realized. She said that the entire show was not a representation of college life and the jokes and dances incorporated in the show were "raw," "tasteless," and "offensive."

When asked what she thought of the various political questions raised by the judges during the Homecoming queen contest, she said, "the judges were primarily concerned with the impact these situations made upon us." She elaborated by saying "The judges were looking for opinions, not facts, although opinions must have facts as a base." Early in the interview, when asked the question "WHAT DO YOU THINK OF THE SYSTEM USED FOR CHOOSING THE QUEEN?" Miss Anderson answered, "It is a good way to get representation from the entire campus." However, when later asked, "DO YOU FEEL REPRESENTATIVE OF THE WHOLE CAMPUS?" Miss Anderson said, "No!" She further stated that she would be more representative if she had been elected, although when a vote is taken those elected do not always know the persons running and decide on someone else's opinion. "There is a picture and a reputation and are not really sure that the person they vote for represents their idea of a queen."

This reporter then asked Miss Anderson, "WHAT SHOULD WE LOOK FOR IN A HOMECOMING QUEEN?" She replied, "A person to represent the campus and portray an all-around college girl." "WHAT IS AN ALL- AROUND COLLEGE GIRL?" Miss Anderson replied, "An all-around college girl is one who is collegiate in appearance, that being next and personable. Furthermore, she should be active in those things which interest her and where she can be of some benefit to others. Also this all-around girl is interested in studies, parties, sororities, dates, friends, and music. Finally she should have friends depending upon her own personality."

"DO YOU FEEL THAT POPULARITY SHOULD BE INVOLVED IN PICKING THE QUEEN?" was the next question asked. "There is a certain amount of popularity involved," said Miss Anderson, "since the candidates are picked by various groups." Miss Anderson did not feel that groups putting up candidates picked the girls simply because they would impress the judges, stressing that her group didn't even know how the queen was to be finally chosen.

In summing up homecoming, Miss Anderson said, "I enjoyed it immensely. I feel it was better than last year and believe that the early coronation added a lot."

Ed Garitty (left) hands Roy Teppen (far right), Alumni Association president, the first dollar that was contributed to the stadium fund.

The UMD Alumni Association, in an exclusive Interview with Monday, said, "I think the varsity show was 'rotten' and I was ashamed that it was a part of Homecoming."

Miss Anderson further commented that the underlying sex theme was not realized. She said that the entire show was not a representation of college life and the jokes and dances incorporated in the show were "raw," "tasteless," and "offensive."

When asked what she thought of the various political questions raised by the judges during the Homecoming queen contest, she said, "the judges were primarily concerned with the impact these situations made upon us." She elaborated by saying "The judges were looking for opinions, not facts, although opinions must have facts as a base." Early in the interview, when asked the question "WHAT DO YOU THINK OF THE SYSTEM USED FOR CHOOSING THE QUEEN?" Miss Anderson answered, "It is a good way to get representation from the entire campus." However, when later asked, "DO YOU FEEL REPRESENTATIVE OF THE WHOLE CAMPUS?" Miss Anderson said, "No!" She further stated that she would be more representative if she had been elected, although when a vote is taken those elected do not always know the persons running and decide on someone else's opinion. "There is a picture and a reputation and are not really sure that the person they vote for represents their idea of a queen."

This reporter then asked Miss Anderson, "WHAT SHOULD WE LOOK FOR IN A HOMECOMING QUEEN?" She replied, "A person to represent the campus and portray an all-around college girl." "WHAT IS AN ALL- AROUND COLLEGE GIRL?" Miss Anderson replied, "An all-around college girl is one who is collegiate in appearance, that being next and personable. Furthermore, she should be active in those things which interest her and where she can be of some benefit to others. Also this all-around girl is interested in studies, parties, sororities, dates, friends, and music. Finally she should have friends depending upon her own personality."

"DO YOU FEEL THAT POPULARITY SHOULD BE INVOLVED IN PICKING THE QUEEN?" was the next question asked. "There is a certain amount of popularity involved," said Miss Anderson, "since the candidates are picked by various groups." Miss Anderson did not feel that groups putting up candidates picked the girls simply because they would impress the judges, stressing that her group didn't even know how the queen was to be finally chosen.

In summing up homecoming, Miss Anderson said, "I enjoyed it immensely. I feel it was better than last year and believe that the early coronation added a lot."
On Thursday, Oct. 29, UMD Christian Fellowship is extending an invitation to the campus to hear their special guest, Dr. Donald Grey Barnhouse, as he speaks in the Hi-Fi Lounge on the topic, "The Bible and Science," from 2:30 to 4:30 in the afternoon. An opportunity for questions and open discussion will follow Dr. Barnhouse's opening comments.

Dr. Barnhouse is reported to be America's best-known Bible expositor, and is heard everywhere. He is editor of the magazine, "Eternity," speaks in the Hi-Fi Lounge on student of world affairs living at 9:30 Wednesday evenings. He is the keenest wick among clergymen, Dr. Barnhouse is perhaps the keenest student of world affairs living in America today. Relating Biblical Truth to the knowledge he has gained through travel in every part of the world, his analytical articles on such events as the burgeoning power of Red China, the violent struggle of Africa as she emerges into independence, and the rise of Nazis in Egypt, appear regularly in Eternity magazine, and evoke much comment in the secular press as well as in the realm of religion.

Early in his ministry, Dr. Barnhouse spent a summer in Russia, and another in Germany, on an Oberleander Fellowship from the Carl Schurz Foundation. He has preached in famed churches of Ireland, Scotland, and England, including the Keeckwick Convention, and has been a missionary to Cambridge and Oxford Universities. Since 1949, he has been visiting professor of Biblical Literature at the Protestant Theological Seminary at Aix-en-Provence, France. He holds a doctorate in theology from Rice University, is professor of Biblical Studies at the southeast charity church in Southern France. For his contribution to French Christian education, he was made Chevalier of the French Legion of Honor. Dr. Barnhouse received his doctorate of divinity from Dallas Theological Seminary, and has been a missioner to churches of Ireland, Scotland, and another in Germany, his doctorate of divinity from that institution. After World War 1, Barnhouse spent seven years as a missionary in Belgium, and as pastor of a French Reformed church in Southern France. For his contribution to French Christian education, he was made Chevalier of the French Legion of Honor. Dr. Barnhouse received his doctorate of divinity from Dallas Theological Seminary.

New 1960 L&M brings you taste...more taste...
More taste by far...yet low in tar!

New, free-flowing Miracle Tip unlocks natural tobacco flavor!
That's why L&M can blend fine tobaccos not to suit a filter...but to suit your taste!

Only the 1960 L&M • Frees up flavor other filters squeeze in! • Checks tars without choking taste! • Gives you the full, exciting flavor of the world's finest, naturally mild tobaccos!

Letters To Editor...
(Continued from Page 2)

President
Dear Editor,
I'm writing to you in regard to the Homecoming Varsity Show. Because we enjoy the tradition of the Varsity Show, the students at this university want to please the fine faculty team that Mousey has performed, and from what happened, I guess that it is just too big for the majority of our students to understand.

Basketball is just around the corner and I am asking you, with all my heart, to show the team the support you desire. Perhaps some day we will be able to make up for the wrong that was done this Homecoming. It will take a lot of work and we are willing to do more than our share. All we ask is that you do yours.

Halid Segel
UMD Barkers President

Recently $20 in books along with a $10 bribe were taken from the bookstore. At the same time, a professor in the biology department discovered the loss of one of his textbooks. When he went to the bookstore to purchase another copy, he discovered his copy for sale among the other used books. This was reported to the bookstore manager who, with officer Wendfeldt, took action to apprehend the thief.

This apprehension was made possible because of new bookstore policies concerning the sale of used books. In order to sell a book through the bookstore a student must: furnish absolute identification, sign his name on the inside of the front cover, and sign a receipt from the bookstore showing he received money for a particular item.

It was through this system that the book thief was caught. He has since been brought to trial in municipal court and sentenced to 26 days in the county jail. Subsequently he has been dropped from the student body.

This, however, is not the first time that book thieves have been apprehended on our campus. Several instances occurred last year in which other students have been subjected to criminal action and removed from school.

President
Dear Editor,
I'm writing to you in regard to the Homecoming Varsity Show. Because we enjoy the tradition of the Varsity Show, the students at this university want to please the fine faculty team that Mousey has performed, and from what happened, I guess that it is just too big for the majority of our students to understand.

Basketball is just around the corner and I am asking you, with all my heart, to show the team the support you desire. Perhaps some day we will be able to make up for the wrong that was done this Homecoming. It will take a lot of work and we are willing to do more than our share. All we ask is that you do yours.

Halid Segel
UMD Barkers President

Contiued from Page 2)
Khrushchev In His US Visit

By HICK ANDRESEN

Why is it that when a topic not only of importance to UMD students but to America itself is presented to the public at no cost, few people take advantage of it and come to hear it? It was this way with the International Student's discussion panel on "The Impact of Khrushchev's Visit." With room to accommodate sixty persons only thirty showed up.

The discussion moderated by Gary Holzer, and having as its panel members, James Dan Hill, superior; Harry Lease, UMD; and Karl Jaros, of the Duluth Herald, was very stimulating and worth while.

The panelists were asked the question, what was Khrushchev's reasons for coming to the U.S. The panel agreed in the most part by saying that Khrushchev's reasons for coming were that he was just curious, he wanted to show the American people that he was a "realist," and that he was trying to show himself to us. Mr. Dan Hill added that he was trying to use this pressure himself on the Berlin issue.

An interesting point brought up in the discussion was that Mr. Khrushchev's speech was crude and was "pointed up" by his interpreters. While this point was agreed upon by both Mr. Dan Hill and Mr. Jaros, Mr. Lease thought that this was just Khrushchev's shrewd way of presenting himself.

After the discussion had progressed rather slowly, the panel was asked to open to questions by the audience.

One of the main questions brought up was, "Did Khrushchev convince Ike on a summit meeting?" This was answered by Mr. Lease by stating that Eisenhower had already made his decision to attend such a conference.

In this reporter's opinion this was a very interesting panel discussion. Mr. Lease was able to be quite blunt with Mr. Dan Hill and Mr. Jaros taking the side that Khrushchev is worried about the failure of his system, while Mr. Lease took the opinion that Khrushchev believes his theory of capitalism will dig its own grave.

News Shorts

"Research to Reality" was the challenging title of the UMD convolution speech at 10:30 a.m. Thursday at the Science Auditorium by Dr. Robert L. Heller, head of UMD's Department of Geography. Purpose of the gathering was to determine the Foundation's impact of this and come to it?

Dr. Heller is nationally known in the geology and science field and is consulted often on such matters as course development and junior high schools.

His reasons for coming to the University of Minnesota's club discussion meeting was that he was just curious, he wanted to show the American people that he was a "realist," and that he was trying to show himself to us. Mr. Dan Hill added that he was trying to use this pressure himself on the Berlin issue.

But wait! Does the line's length shorten? Do awaiting girls perk up their spirits with a new-born hope? No, for a call has just come in and another talkative interval is about to begin. The phone is answered with a sugar-coated, yet sonorous tone as, "Good evening. Women's Dorm," is murmured huskily into the phone. The answerer is then placed upon the stand and a scream comparable to that of a flighty girl, with frog in throat at a horror movie, is heard resounding through the entire eight units.

"Hey, it's for you . . . down in one!"

Myrtle, or Murgatroyd, or be who he may, now comes trotting Hectorically down the corridor gasping, "It's for me!" as she half slithers into the booth and flicks off the light in an attempt to provide the necessary atmosphere for the long distance, hours-long, letter-a-letter which is to ensue.

And still the line waits, waits, waits . . .

Several times later the duty of the line and an ecstatic feminine exits and literally flops to her abode, while Fortunate-First-in-Line readies for the big moment, only to discover that she has no small change. With rolled back eyes and clenched fists she pleads, "Please, I'll give you fifty cents for a dime . . . anything . . . blood! . . . just for a dime . . . two nickels!" With a gleam, Second-in-Succession enters, drops her money, slams her number.

Meanwhile, Fortunate (now un-) has, with elongated face and tear-filled eyes, given up for the time and has gone to her room away from the communication problem. Eventually, important call or not, the dorm residents do retire. All studying done, all lights out, all evening snacks devoured, all asleep, the phone set up its merry clatter. A weak male voice was heard on the line saying, "Please, I've been trying since yesterday afternoon to reach her . . . It's only 1:30 . . . may I talk now?"

Several hours later, after one of these typical evenings, "Fortunate" peers around the corner and seeing no one, dashes to the phone and is answered with a sugar-coated, yet sonorous tone as, "Hey, it's for you . . . down in one!"

A GIRL IN A TELEPHONE BOOTH TALKING TO . . . OR FOR PHONOVISION.

SAMMY'S PIZZA PARLOR

Downtown Duluth - Lakeside - West Duluth
RA 7-8551 JA 5-5000 MA 4-1802
WE DELIVER ORDERS OF SIX OR MORE PIZZAS

A girl in a telephone booth talking to... or for phonovision.

Save while you learn...  ...Earn while you save!
Just "M"

Traditionally, only the letter "M" can be worn on campus. So if you have a high school letter on a jacket, please remove it.

1949 and '54 Alumni Honored

The classes of 1949 and 1954 were honored at a program and luncheon last Saturday. Invited to address the gathering were former Duluthians Bruce M. Warren, president of the class of 49; Joseph T. Aubin, vice president, and Mrs. Orlando (Irene Kremple) Gigliotti, still of Duluth, secretary.

A zoology graduate of UMD, Warren, president of the University of Minnesota. He is now a resident physician in surgery at UARF Hospital, Lackland A'force Base in San Antonio, Tex.

His research contributions are in the fields of aero-space medicine and surgical treatment of cancer.

Joseph T. Aubin, a UMD graduate in the areas of social studies and speech, is principal of Midway Elementary School in Virginia, Minn.

The Party Niners' secretary, Mrs. Gigliotti is instructor in Junior High English at Wrenshall.

Officers of the 1954 class invited to be special guests include Richard Wayne Ojokkan, formerly of Warba, president; Will Sweney, International Falls, vice president, and Robert Brabec, formerly of Willow River, secretary.

Ojokkan, who is presently graduate assistant in the University of Minnesota Geology Department, where he also teaches a class in geology, The Onak Mountain provided research background for his master's thesis in sedimentation of lakes.

Will Sweney, 54 class vice president, is in the graduate English department at the University of Minnesota. Majoring in English and Social Studies at UMD, he was a member of Alpha Phi Omega, honorary theater fraternity. Robert Brabec is a partner in Arrowhead Service, men's clothing establishment, and received his degree in Business and Economics.

The Alumni also elected three members to the board of directors at Saturday's luncheon meeting.

Serving on the alumni board during its founding year were Roy Teppen, J. Howard Alspa, Dr. Dale Amundsen, Art Richard Rydewitz, Robert Olson, Wayne Olsen, Willam Balin, Mrs. L. E. Ulrick, and Walter Winkel. Faculty ex-officio members include Provost R. W. Darland, Academic Dean Thomas Cham-berlain, and Julian B. Hoshal, University Relations Representative.

Placement Information

(Continued from Last Week)

5. The Coordinator of Placement initiates, develops, and maintains contacts with local, regional, and national business and industry leaders, and senior school superintendents, principals, Personnel Directors, and Government recruiters, for purposes of arranging on-campus employment interviews with seniors and alumni. Much of this activity is through personal contacts and correspondence and is supported by the publication of the Annual Recruiting Calendar.

Some 1,300 copies of this calendar are mailed each year to businesses, schools, and industry, for the convenience of the employers, it contains the following information:

(1) an outline of the major fields and areas of study at UMD, (2) an estimate of the number of graduating seniors by major field and degree, (2) suggested procedures to facilitate on-campus recruiting visits, (4) recommended recruiting dates, and (5) a campus map for out-of-town recruiters. Between 75 and 80 companies, schools and government agencies arrange for on-campus recruiting visits, conducting about 800 senior and alumni employment interviews. Most of the on-campus recruiting occurs during the winter quarter—January, February, and March.

6. To insure that all fall quarter seniors receive placement registration forms; the following is mailed to each senior in October:

(1) recommended forms for distribution to selected UMD faculty and staff; (2) sample copies of applications letters and personal resume forms and other job interview information; (3) all other registration material with carefully prepared instructions for completing it. Non-theses seniors will receive a copy of the College Placement Annual which lists the type, size, name, and address of companies and their personnel officers who regularly hold on-campus interviews.

After the completed registration material has been returned to the Placement Bureau, preferably before December 15, employment referrals or notices of available positions are mailed to registered seniors. Through Sept. 30, the graduate must reactivate and update his placement file for another year. A nominal fee of $5, which is paid when the cover is submitted, covers costs charged for each annual placement registration.

7. A series of quarterly meetings with the placement committee, comprised of division chairman, department heads, and the academic dean, are held to evaluate the work of the staff and inform major faculty representatives of current placement activity and future plans.

8. At the end of the year, a Placement Bureau Annual Report is published for the convenience and general information of UMD faculty, staff, students, and others.

First Annual SKI CLUB MEETING

OCTOBER 27 - 7:30 P.M.

LIBRARY 122

"Anyone and Everyone—Male and Female is Urged to Attend."

JOHN PETERSON, President.

Northwest's Most Modern Barber Shop...

Town & Country Barber Shop

Town & Country Shopping Center

Kenwood & Arrowhead Road

$100,000 Stadium Goal

(Continued from Page 3) money could be spread over a three-year payment period. Already, more than 12,000 dollars of the goal has been raised or pledged. $2,578 was raised during the last quarter of 1968 after Reidar Lund, executive sports editor then of the Duluth Herald and News-Tribune, sparked the stadium drive through his own sports column by inviting readers to contribute. Lund now is sports editor of the St. Paul Pioneer Press.

Gene Haugrud, president of Minnesota Sporid, Inc., of Duluth, said his organization would turn in a check for $10,000 to climax the drive, once the $50,000 mark had been reached.

Teppen said an advisory committee will be appointed shortly to coordinate and oversee the program.

Teppen added that it is hoped $100,000 will provide not only the 4,000 seats, but also such facilities as locker rooms, concession stands, lavatories, a press box and field lighting.
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OFFICIAL NOTICES

Final date for cancellation of courses is Friday, November 2, 1958. Cancellation forms can be obtained at Room 106, Kirby Student Center.

NOTICE TO SENIORS

All seniors completing degree requirements, so the close of the 1959 fall quarter must have applications for degree on file in the office of Admissions and Records, 106 Kirby Student Center. The deadline for applications for degree for fall quarter will be accepted after that date.

Deadline for payment of fees for these students graduating fall, 1959 is December 4, 1958. Fee assessments can be utilized in Room 106.

LIBRARY NOTICES

The Faculty Library Committee plans for overdue books and bound volumes will be a la carte, effective November 1.

Students of the Minnesota Libraries in Minneapolis and St. Paul have already adopted new plans for library users. These plans allow for usage of the library facilities on a one-time basis. The only purpose of the fine is to encourage borrowers to return library books promptly whenever they are needed, so that they may be available to other readers. Expeditiousness has destroyed the effectiveness of the fine. It often costs more to collect a fine than it costs to purchase a book. Hence, there will be no increase in the fee charged for overdue books, but fines for recalled books will now be the same as the fine on lost and unaccounted-for books. Please note these fees are for the benefit of the user. No need to incur penalties.

OFFICIAL WEEKLY BULLETIN
Friday, Oct. 22—LSA Hayride.
Saturday, Oct. 24—Discussion Forum —National Association of Accountants, Social Science Bldg., 4-6 p.m. Freshman Orientation Club Group's Dance-Sandra Gundersen, Bonnie Anderson, Jean Magg, Kirby Ballroom, 6-12 p.m.
Tuesday, Oct. 27—Upper Division Mtg., L 122, 3:30-6 p.m.; Gamma Omicron Beta, K 250, 4:30 p.m.; LSA Bible Study K 308, 11:30 a.m.; Ski Club, L 122, 7-10 p.m.
Wednesday, Oct. 28—Beta Phi Kappa, SA 216, 30 p.m.; Home Ec Club Dessert Mtg., M 313, 7-8 p.m.; Poetry Reading (Wendell Glick), H 314, 4:30 p.m.
Thursday, Oct. 29—LSA Square KUMD'S Tower Now Completed Robert Grolshak, Local 567 of the International Brotherhood of Ironworkers recently completed the tower for KUMD's FM radio transmitter. The tower is located atop the Kirby Student Center, and is 50 feet high. The antenna sends out signals that can be picked up from 5 to 20 miles away depending on prevailing conditions in the atmosphere.

"Scarlet Letter"
Notice to all students who are plagued with reading "The Scarlet Letter" by Nathaniel Hawthorne. (This includes Eng. 73 and a host of others).

Want to read it an easy way? Then tune in to KUMD-FM, 89.1 megacycles every day at 5 p.m. for "A Chapter a Day." Your hosts on Monday, Wednesday and Friday is Leroy Powell, and on Tuesdays and Thursdays, Liz Vodovenk will read.

Tune in—there is no strain on your eyes—just your ear.
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Omar Khayyám writes a new jingle

A jug of Wine, A loaf of Bread and Winston's Filter-Blend!

Old Omar has come up with another coterer. Freely translated from the Persian:

It's what's up front that counts
If it hasn't got it there it hasn't got it

True, the lines don't scan. But what do you expect from a tent-maker—the perfect rhyme of "Winston tastes good like a cigarette should!"

We'll admit that something may have been lost in the translation. But when it comes to Winston, nothing is lost in the translation of rich, good tobacco taste. That's because up front of a pure white filter Winston has Filter-Blend—a special selection of mild-flavorful tobaccos specially processed for filter smoking. Winston is designed to taste good. Or, as Omar puts it: The Moving Lighter lights; Flicks off. Then you draw on it, And bit by bit smoking pleasure mounts; With Filter-Blend up front, Winston's got what counts!

Enrollment...
(Continued from Page 1)

bility of their obtaining teaching and research assistantships was uncertain.

"There is nothing in the attendance figures," the dean said, "that leads me to believe that long-range enrollment estimates are invalid."

Of the 7,905 new students at the University, 5,389 of them are beginning freshmen as compared with 5,183 beginning freshmen last year.

The UMD freshman class increased 16 per cent to 969 students as compared with 812 in 1958. Of this group, 810 freshmen are just out of high school as compared with 640 last year, a 36 per cent increase. Of the present UMD student body, 1,598 are men and 820 women, continuing the more than two-to-one ratio. And the number of students from out-of-state climbed to 58, 32 of them men and 26 women.

R U S S ' BARBER SHOP

4011 Woodland Avenue

Fast personalized service

Your appearance is in our concern.

GRANADA THEATRE

New singing romance in color! M-G-M presents MARIO LANZA for the first time in "THE MOVING LIGHTER." For the young and young at heart.

Students presenting UMD STUDENT DISCOUNT CARDS will be admitted FREE. Call your friends.

Students: The following students will receive FREE passes to the Granada Theatre: Elizabeth Doss (50.), Gary Steiner (50.), Gary Cooper (50.), Gene Hamilton (50.), Donald Siver (50.).

Pick up passes in main 108 on Friday.
Earlier this fall, it was hoped that the UMD football team would win its first football championship. In actuality, this was not the case, because only 25 years ago, when UMD was the Duluth State Teachers College, this school achieved its first football honors. Duluth Teachers were located, for those who are unfamiliar with Duluth, on our present lower campus at 23rd Avenue East and Fifth Street.

At that time, the State Teachers squad gained their first grid title, or rather titles, with one Bearing their green and gold football honors. Duluth Teachers were: John Anderson, end; Mike Fedo, end; Tony Delany, who is going to be the spark which ignited this team; and backs Maurice Leger, this school achieved its first team.

By MARCH COHEN

UMD's battling Bulldogs climaxed a successful homecoming week by bombing St. John's 14 to 0 at Public Schools Stadium. A tough defense and a flash of offensive power in the third period gave the Bulldogs their hard-earned victory.

Precocious flash, Dick Pesonen, showed that he is back in top form as he scored the Bulldogs' first T.D. on a sixty-yard punt return midway through the third period. Pesonen's run seemed to be the spark which ignited the Bulldog offensive machine, which showed nothing in the first half. The Bulldogs coun-

tered again in the third quarter on an eight-yard pass from quarterback Skip Fontaine to end Bill Bort.

The return of sophomore tackle Ron Kostelits to full duty, reassured the Bulldogs' defensive corps, which stood out in the first half.

Midway through the third period, the completion of the game quickly changed as offensive mayhem suddenly broke loose with three T.D.'s in seven minutes. UMD started this offensive barrage with their two touchdowns by Pesonen and Bort. St. John's then added their contribution to this touchdown fest-for all on a beautiful 68-yard run by reserve quarterback Bernie Kukar.

Pat Delaney, guard from Edina, played a rugged defensive game, and threw a block which took out three St. John's defenders, and sprung Pesonen loose on his touchdown romp.

Bruce Johnson, Cambridge, showed good form with his hard running from his fullback post. Vance Bushey proved to be a rock on defense, taking part in many tackles.

From their showing in this game, it appears that UMD has recovered the spark which had been missing in their previous two games. Bulldog coach Jim Malosky also showed that he is gaining more confidence in his reserve, as he substituted liberally throughout the game. At this moment UMD is tied for third place in the MIAC with St. John's and St. Thomas. UMD travels to St. Paul today to battle St. Thomas.

UMD Wins 3 Titles--25 Years Ago

Pictured here is the title team of 1934 with their coach, Lloyd Peterson.

Earlier this fall, it was hoped that the UMD football team would win its first football championship. In actuality, this was not the case, because only 25 years ago, when UMD was the Duluth State Teachers College, this school achieved its first football honors. Duluth Teachers were located, for those who are unfamiliar with Duluth, on our present lower campus at 23rd Avenue East and Fifth Street.

At that time, the State Teachers squad gained their first grid title, or rather titles, with one Bearing their green and gold football honors. Duluth Teachers were: John Anderson, end; Mike Fedo, end; Larry Westlund, tackle; Neil Gortum and Franklin Studley. The star and team captain was tackle Jack O'Hehir.

Bearing their green and gold colors, the State gridders climaxed their great season by coping three individual championships in a single year! By virtue of defeating the Duluth Jaycees, 26-6, the Duluth Teachers won the Duluth City Championship. They proceeded to take the Twin Ports honors by downing Superior State, 17-6.

Although Duluth was upset in the season's finale, 3-0, by St. Louis, State, the State Teachers nevertheless captured the conference championship also. This was then called the Northern College Conference. By so doing, the Duluthians accomplished a never before heard-of feat—taking three championships in one year!

Dominating the athletic scene at Duluth State Teachers then was Lloyd Peterson. He served as head coach for most of the major sports at Duluth while working in an advisory capacity to all sports. Peterson resigned as the coaching wars only two years ago to assume his present position of UMD Athletic Director.

Approximately 2,000 people attended the Homecoming game last Saturday evening at Public Schools Stadium—a poor attendance considering that it was a beautiful evening for football, as well as the big home game of the season. Many students have recently voiced the complaint that the game was held at an inopportune time and place. They felt that it was too inconvenient to attend the game in West Duluth, and then to travel all the way back to take part in the dance on campus, a dance which started before the game ended. But then, couldn't some of the pre-game parties have been scheduled as post-dance get-togethers?

** **

Grid boss Malosky should be generally well pleased with his club's win over the Johnnies. The line play stole the show Saturday night as they stopped the St. John's offense cold, save for a freak 60-yard touchdown run by a second string quarterback. Especially deserving of praise are tackles Kostelits and Melin, guards Delaney and Bushel. Delany, who is going to raise quite a few eyebrows around here this season, took out three men singlehandedly on one play, to allow flashy Dick Pesonen to dash for a score on a punt return, his seventh of the year.

** * **

A pad on the back for UMD's band director, Mr. James Murphy, UMD's marching outfits looked very colorful and smart indeed during the halftime ceremonies. The band is vastly improved over last year's, when it underwent much undeserved criticism. Murphy had barely arrived at UMD when he was given the task of molding a small band into an effective marching band.

** * **

Hockey coach Ralph Romano has informed the STATEMAN that a meet for all hockey squad candidates will be held at the Darling Club locker room at 3:30 p.m. on Thursday, Oct. 29. Those who have equipment—bring it. Those who haven't—will be issued. Mr. Romano is also looking for a student manager—preferably one with some experience. The manager's main duty is care of the team equipment. For information, call Ralph Romano at RA 4-7508.
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